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Mr. President and members of the "Tribunal".
1.

On 16 May 191*5 the accused unanimously in

open session before this honorable court pleaded
"not guilty" to all the 55 counts and charges of the
Indictment.
While it is truee that some ha « been selected
properly to formulate and execute the national
policies of japan during the period alluded to in the
Indictment, it is not to be understood that the denials
of these Defendants in any sense implies that they
mean to evade their responsibilities toward His Majesty,
the Emperor, and the entire Japanese nation. However,
it is respectfully submitted that this court of justice
is international in character and not a national court,
before which the culpability of a state official
should be challenged.

This international court has

jurisdiction only of matters that involve

another

nation or nations.
The Prosecution assumes that all military precautions
adopted by the government of Japan during the years
from 1928 to lpij.5 were criminal acts in themselves
from the standpoint of International Law.

It not

only avers that the policies of Japan are criminal
(see words of Chief of Counsel that the "Act of Japan"
is on trial - R-)420) but it is charged that as a nation
initiates a criminal war, a so called war of aggression,
or a war in violation of certain treaties, the individuals
who happened to be in office at the time and participated
in the decision to wage such a war are criminally responsible.
That seems to be the position asserted by the Prosecution.

In other words, the fundamental proposition
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in this case is that Japan continuously committed alleged
international crimes during the entire oeriod of seventeen years.
All the accused deny that proposition emohatically.
Counsel for the Defense also represent to your Honors,
and respectfully point out that in 1^23 or thereafter
there was nowhere in existence a principle of international
law that even tended to impute personal responsibility
upon individuals as instrumentalities of the state while
acting on behalf of the state in its sovereign capacity.
Under this belief, therefore, it Was not only reasonable
but honestly justifiable that all these accused enter a
complete denial and protest of every charge and allegation
in the Indictment.

2.

Therefore in this unusual proceeding the

important issued seems to be whether or not the
safety measures, military and naval preparedness,
embraced by Japan since 1928 vrere "aggressive"
in nature.
It is too fundamental to designate to the members
of this court, that all preparedness of one nation is
made in contemplation of the activities and apparent
objectives of another or other nations.

It is incon-

ceivable to determine the scope of such preparedness
apart from this vital consideration.

It may well be,

and no doubt has occurred in history, that a particular
nation has doubled its standing army, and it has been
assailed as an offensive act, whereas it has later been
ascertained that a neighboring state trebled its standing
army, and the act of the first nation is considered
logical and sound.

In this case it is conceded by the defense that
only Japanese military and naval preparedness is on trial
not that of other countries, some of whom are oarty
complainants, but within the limit of determining
the nature of the policies and measures of Japan we expect
that we may be permitted to present briefly evidence
concerning the activities and undertakings of other nation
3.

There are three important considerations which

should be outlined in this opening statement in order
to properly construe the exact nature of the internal
and external policies of Japan during the neriod covered by the Indictment.

These are not policies of any

particular cabinets, of -which there were several,
nor are they principles of political parties.

But they

are national, long standing, and firm aspirations
universally subscribed to and revered by the entire
Japanese nation since the opening of the country in
1853.
The first of then national characteristics is the
fervent wish of the Japanese people to preserve the
nation as a perfect independent state.

The treaty of

"ANSEI", between Commodore Perry and Shogun, impaired
the sovereignty of the nation extra-territorially,
and with respect to Custom autonomy, and thereby was
most deeply regretted by all Japanese.
The ultimate desire of foremost educators throughout Japan in the UBIJI period was to elevate and enhance
the standing of the nation to a nosition of nerfect
independence.

Since that purpose is a worthy one, consis-

tent with the principles advocated by President Wilson
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after TTorld Tfar I its justification and ideals must
be recognized by this Tribunal.

The defense hope to

prove that this principle was the universal 'aspiration
and expectation of the Japanese people.
The second point is the insistence for the aholition
of racial discrimination. Racial discrimination
affects those who are discriminated against much more
keenly than those who discriminate.

However, in order

to eliminate racial discrimination the standards of culture and education for this nation must be raised. The
government and the people of Japan were not blind to these
necessary requisites.

If morality and custom called for

certain modifications and improvements they would
willingly admit their necessity and adopt them. But
the culture of the world is not singular but plural
according to the number of nations concerned. Each
nation has its own history and tradition, and culture
is created and developed accordingly.
<

Since, therefore, East Asia has its own culture it
has been the desire of the Japanese people to preserve
and purify it so that an equal position may be maintained
with all races and peoples in every respect and thus
contribute to the progress of mankind everywhere. The
aspiration for racial equality cannot be realized simply
by raising the position of the Japanese to the
standard of Europeans and Americans. From its own
nature the standard of all the peqsie in East Asia
should be raised in order to attain the complete
abolition of discrimination.

It is true that some few

authors might have referred to this idea in an extravagant

manner, but these -writers wore the exception.

It is the

universally held hope of the Japanese people to reach
that standard attairod by Europeans and Americans together
with all other peoples in Hast Asia.

It is ejected

that this point too will be proved, by the Defense in
order to clarify and avoid any misunderstanding.

YJ"e shall further develop that Dr. Sun-Yat-Sen, the father of
the Chinese revolution, and other leaders in India and
throughout East Asia expressed sympathy with this idea.
Although the people of Japan had and have their cherished
idea to preserve and develop traditional Oriental civilization there has been no such thing as the sense of national
superiority.

On the contrary they only wished cooperation

with other peoples in East Asia to secure equal status
in the world. If the true intention of the Japanese
people in this respect is rightfully understood it would
not create antagonism with the peoples of other
countries.
The third fact to be referred to is what has been
termed "the fundamental principles and doctrines of
diplomacy".

Since the Meiii Period the prevailing

ideal held by the government and the people of Japan
in respect to foreign relations was to maintain peace
in East Asia and thereby contribute to the welfare of the
whole world.

This was called the cardinal principle of

diplomacy in official documents and Imperial Rescripts,
that is to say, the fundamental ideal of Japan in
guiding its foreign policy. The war with China lf>9U
to 1895 and the war with Russia 19Ou to 1905 were
fought with that aim and consideration in view.
That is clearly written in the Rescripts in the opening
of these wars.

In view of the actual conditions at

that time Jaoan was the only country in the Far East
which had adopted a western civilization and had
all the qualifications of a modern state. Although
China was a country 01 large area and. abundant

resources she faced the danger of being partitioned
by the Powers into spheres of influence. Most of the
region in the south had already come under the domination
of several Occidental Powers. Under such circumstances
the Japanese people felt sincerely that Japan had
a special mission as'a stabilizing power in the East.
This is not a peculiar notion held by the accused
but it has been a fundamental principle held for at
least two generations by the Japanese nation.

It

is understood that this principle has been recognized
by the great powers, and we expect to prove that the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance was' concluded and renewed on
the recognition of that principle. The Japanese
people cannot forget the sympathy of the government and
the people of the United States shown toward Japan at
the time of the Russo-Japanese war, which was fought
for the maintenance of that cardinal principle. That
principle of stabilization was never of an aggressive
nature.

On the one hand it prevents East Asia from

falling into political and economic confusion, and,
on the other hand it promotes the common development of all Asiatic reaces and thus their
contribution to the progress of manking.

In the

light of the foregoing idea only could the relations
between Japan and her neighTors be fully understood.
The government and the people of Japan have been
especially sympathetic to the preservation and
development of China. This is well expressed in
official and unofficial documents since.the Meiji 'Period.
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The relations between Japan anc! the Celestial Empire
has often been voiced by the proverb "Shin-Shi-Shoha"
which means that "without teeth lips arc exposed to
coldness", "two wheels of a car help one another".
Another saying is "doben doshu" meaning, that both
countries use the smie letters, represent the same
Confucian Ethics and are of the sapie race. About 1900
Japan invited many students from China, President Chang
Kai Shek being one of them. Since the revolution
in 1911 the government and people of Japan extended
sympathetic understanding.to Doctor Sun Yat Sen's
work.

It is true that the Japanese Military Staff

had annual military plans, as had been pointed out
by the Prosecution, but it is also true that the military
staff never made a hypothetical military over all plan
against China.

The presentation of evidence on these

facts will, we believe, be helpful to the Tribunal
in disproving several averments contained in the
Indictment, and of testimony in the record.

5.

The allegations in the Indictment are divided into

55 Counts.

Many of them aver one and the same allegation

concerning the same charges viewed from different angles,
and seem to overlap.

Some of the Counts refer to all the

accused and others refer to but a fey*.

If all the accused

here produced evidence individually and separately on behalf
of themselves one after another against these numerous and
diverse Counts, a great Repetition and confusion ^ould be
bound to arise.

So the defendants and their counsel have

come to an agreement that they will produce as far as
possible, evidence in common when the Counts charged are
in common,

x.s the result of this agreement, the proof to

be presented in common are divided into the following divisions and evidence will be produced accordingly.
Division 1.

General problems.

Division 2.

Matters concerning Nanchuria and Lanchoukuo,

Division 3.

Natters concerning China.

Division 4.

Matters concerning the Soviet Union.

Division 5.

Matters concerning the Pacific War.

iifter the presentation of evidence in the above divisions, each accused will from his own individual standpoint
offer evidence concerning himself.

In that case soLie of the

accused might, from their standpoint, demand exceptions to
the facts and evidence as adduced in the above five divisions
or may replenish on evidence from their individual interest.
This phase may for the sake of convenience be called, "Division .6.
o.

"Individual cases or individual division".
I shall now point out a lev; important facts which

will be dealt with under Division I, and explain the
method of presenting evidence.

Needless to say, the
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matters to be pointed out here are but a part and not all
of the matters to be dealt with in Division I, further
remarks being reserved to be made at the opening of each
Division.
7.

The same can be said with regard to other Divisions.
In Count 5 of the Indictment, citing the Vvhole of

the particulars in appendix

and treaties tnd assur ances

in ..ppendix B and C, it is charged that the Japanese Government, in "which the accused participated, had an intention
to dominate the whole world in conjunction with Germany and
Italy.

There may be no greater misunderstanding than this,

.r.s to relations between Japan and Germany and Italy, my
colleagues will present our case at the phase dealing with
.i.nti-Cominterri Pact and Tri-partite Pact.

I should like

here to treat the matter as a whole concerning ideals and
aspirations of Japan on the one hand —
Italy on the other.

that of Germany and

.,11 the confusion and misunderstandings

are due to the interpretation of the idea of "Hokko ichiu",
cited in the preamble of the Tri-partite Pact and in the
Imperial Rescript, issued at the tine of the conclusion of
the Pact.

It is customary that solemn classical words and

phrases are fondly used in our official documents, giving
some effect to make the aocument dignified but at the same
^time adding obscurity even to Japanese people themselves.
So much with foreigners Vvho have different languages.

The

Imperial Rescript Issued _on the conclusion of the Tri-partite
Pact parajjhrases "hokko ichiu" and says, "It is indeed a
great teaching of our Imperial ancestors that the Great
Cause shall be propagated all over the eight corners of the
world and the whole humanity on earth shall be deemed to be
in one family.

To this august teaching we endeavor to

adhere day and night."

'!The Great Cause"

/here means "universal truth".

To be "propagated"' here

means that the said idea be understood by and be accepted
in all the world.

"To be in one family" means that the

whole mankind is to live together with the feeling of
brothers and sisters in one household,

^s I said before,

our culture is of a different origin from that of the Vest,
and therefore the expression is necessarily very different
or even quaint to the Europeans and Americans.

But its true

meaning is not different from the ideal of democracy, which
is the foundation of the Atlantic Charter.
In the plan for the Japanese-American understanding,
which was the basis of negotiation between Secretary Hull
and embassador Nomura, "Hokko ichiu" is translated into
English as "universal brotherhood".

The Representative of

Thailand at the Greater East Asia Conference in November
1943 translated it, "the union into one family on the basis
of justice, righteousness and peace."

These things might at

first sight appear idle research of language.

But the

counsel for the defense are ready to produce authoritative
evidence and witnesses to prove the correctness of v.hat I
have said because the proof seems necessary for the interests
of the accused in this case.

The preamble of the Tri-partite

Pact should be interpreted in its proper meaning.

Whatever

was the idea held by Germany end Italy at the time of the
conclusion of the treaty, concrete evidence will be produced to show that the Japanese Government had no intention
to conquer the \.orld in cooperation with Germany and Italy.
8.

In article 2 of the said Pact it is provided in

effect that Germany and Italy respect and recognize the leading position of Japan in the establishment of a new order in
Greater East Asia.

No word is more subject to misunderstand-

ing than the expression,

new order in East *.sia" or

"Greater East x sia co-prosperity sphere."

The chief of

counsel for the prosecution went so far as to say that
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"a new order" is an idea to destroy democracy and freedom
and the respect for personality, which are the basis of
democracy.

(R. 385-447).

Is it not a confusion of the

ideal of the Japanese nation and that of other countries,
or, at leasts a product of association wick other ideas
that led the Chief of Counsel to such a misunderstanding?
But the implication of the particular Japanese words as
used at the period under consideration, and the nature of
the Japanese idea itself alone are necessary for consideration
here.
It was in the Konoe declaration of November 3rd and
December 22nd, 1938, that the words "a new order in East
;.sian were first officially used,

i.s to the meaning of "a

new order in East ..sia" as used in the Konoe declaration, it
is a document which speaks for itself; that Japan, Manchoukuo
and China will cooperate on the basis of good neighborliness,
common defense against communism, and economic cooperation.
hs to the relation with other countries, the declaration
says, m7ith regard to the economic relations between Japan
and China, Japan has no intention of monopolizing China
economically.

V/e are not demanding that China restrict

the interests of the good intended countries who recognize
the new East i.sia and are willing to act accordingly.

The

only thing we expect is to make the Sino-Japanese cooperation
and co-working effective."
of equal opportunity.

It did not exclude the principle

Y'e must, however, remember, as the

Prosecution contends, that it was the period when large scale
battles were takin^ place between the t wo countries involving more than a million soldiers.

In such a period of

large scale conflict it was inevitable that various restrictions were imposed upon foreigners as well as upon nationals
of the conflicting states.

In connection with this point,

the joint declaration of Foreign Minister ,',rita and the
British Ambassador Cragie in July 1939 will be presented
as evidence.

The declaration says In part that, "the
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British Government fully recognizes the actual condition
that a large scale warfare is ^oing on in China, and the
British Government recognizes that the Japanese . rmy has a
special demand in order to secure its own safety and to maintain peace and order of the area under its control as long
as the said condition continues to exist

..."

Briefly speaking, the gist of the so-called new order
advanced by Japan is on the one hand good neighborliness
and cooperation, equality and reciprocity on the basis of
virtue, and on the other hand restriction of the subversive
activities of communists who aim at the destruction of the
foundation of the present social order.

It does not

intend at all the disregard of personality or the destruction of freedom, as is misunderstood widely.

The intrinsic

content of the idea of the new order as used in Japan is
the "Ko-do" or "Imperial 7,Tay", as it is sometimes translated.
I\

/frie gist of the "Imperial Y/ay" is benevolence,

r

~~

righteousness and courage^

It respects courtesy and honor.

Its ideal is to let everyone have his or her own part, and
fulfill his or her duty.

It aims ruler and ruled to be of

one mind and administered by the sincere aid of the whole
people.

It is just the opposite to the idea of militarism

and despotism.

It is extremely difficult to express such

ideals in language other than Japanese.

But as far as the

respect for individual personality is concerned there is no
fundamental difference between the "Imperial 7ay" and
democracy.

Confucianism, as v.ell as the philosophy of India,

had a great influence in the development of the "Ko-do".
It is unusual that evidence is adduced to prove such abstract
ideas in a court of justice.
instant case.

But we must do this in the

T T

'.e have a speech made by one of the accused

at the Imperial Diet showing the difference between the
"Imperial Way" and totalitarianism of Germany and Italy.
Since the speech was delivered just at the midst of the
negotiations with Germany and Italy, it can be said that
the difference between the idea of our new order and Nazism
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"and Fascism had already been clearly understood among us at
that time.

Y'e have also a reply of another accused in

response to an interpellation of a member concerning "Ko-do".
One outstanding difference between our idea and that of
Germany's is that the totalitarianism of Germany tried to
control the whole by force, while nKo-do" tries to coo

r

b

y

virtue^

/mother obvious distinction

between the two is that there is no taint of racial superiority in Japan as is found in Germany.

On the contrary, our

people are always conscious of our own limitations and are
anxious to reach the world standard with other peoples in
East Asia,

The same view is also shared by the accused.

However, the following point should be.noted.

In the

Tri-partite Pact, Article I provides that Japan recognizes
the position of Germany and Italy in the new order in Europe
while article II provides that Germany and Italy in exchange
recognize the position of Japan in the new order in Greater
East ^sia.

The language follows the ordinary formula of

reciprocity of diplomatic documents.

Besides the same words

"a new order" are employed to signify entirely different
ideas held by Germany and Japan, and the Pact places Germany
and Italy on one hand and Japan on the other hand on an
equal standing.
standing.

This indeed, is the main cause of misunder-

The intention and activities of Germany and Italy

were totally different from the new order in East ^sia which
Japan advocated at that time.

Since our new order is to

respect the independence of every country, it never implies
the idea of world conquest and it is nothing to do with the
restriction of individual freedom-

The terminology of

"leadership" is understood by us not to mean domination or
control but only to take initiative as advanced among ourselves.

Such fundamental national ideal can never be

affected or changed by the erroneous wording of' a treaty or
treaties.

Later on we have come to use the. words "the new

order in Greater East Asia" or "the Greater East ^sia Co- 14 -

prosperity Sphere" including not only Manchuria and China
but also other countries in East Asia.
idea remains the same.

But the fundamental

The joint declaration consisting

of five articles adopted at the Greater East Asia Conference
at Tokyo in November 1943 briefly expresses the essence of
the new order in Greater East Asia.
1.

It provides:

"The countries of Greater East Asia through mutual

cooperation will ensure the stability of their region and
construct an order of common prosperity and well-being based
upon Justice."
2.

"The countries of Greater East Asia will ensure the

fraternity of nations in their region by respecting one
another's sovereignty and independence and practicing
mutual assistance and amity."
3.

"The countries of Greater East Asia by respecting

one another's traditions and developing the creative faculties
of each race, will enhance the culture and civilization of
Greater East asia."
4.

"The countries of Greater East asia will endeavor

to accelerate their economic development through close
cooperation upon a basis of reciprocity and to promote
thereby the general prosperity of their region."
5.

"The countries of Greater East Asia will cultivate

friendly relations v^ith all the countries of the v>orld and
work for the abolition of racial discrimination, the promotion
of cultured intercourse and the opening of resources throughout the world, and contribute thereby to the progress of
mankind."
The foregoing resolution together ,.ith the speeches made
at the conference by the representatives of various countries
will be presented aa evidence.

Although the resolution

considers East Asia as one family of nations with regard to
political life, it takes world v.ide view as far as the communication among countries, development of resources and tho
exchange of cultures are concerned.
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Article 5 of the

resolution is especially noteworthy.

It was generally hel^.

at that time that this planet is too large as a political unic
but too small economically if it is divided into various units.
Thus it will be proved that the idea of new order among us has
not been that of world conquest.
9.

My duty is to explain facts to be presented to the

Tribunal in brief form.
jnents as far as possible.

Therefore, I will avoid legal arguBat as the Chief of Counsel for the

Prosecution aptly indicated (I ocord 402), Conspiracy as the
first crime in the Charter of this Tribunal is only referred to
and not defined in the Charter.

Apart from the legality of the

Charter to punish conspiracy, we cannot without definition of
conspiracy determine the facts which the Prosecution charges
as criminal.

Nor can the defendants know what kind of evidence

they are called upon to disprove.

The Chief of Counsel for t^t?

Prosecution cites the decisions of the United States' Courts in
order to define conspiracy and seems to assert that it is indisputable.

But this Tribunal is an international court.

Vie sub-

mit respectfully that it is not proper to apply a particular
legal theory which has developed in a certain country with its
peculiar historical background at this Tribunal as if it were
a general principle of law.

The idea of Conspiracy is unique

in the Anglo-American legal system and its counterpart cannot
be found in the criminal code of the Roman Law.

Even in

countries which have adopted Anglo-American legal systems, it
is impossible to apply particular decisions of England and
America.

In some countries when two or more persons clearly

plot a particular crime they are punished as accomplices.

In

that case the object of the plot must be clearly illegal and it
cannot be accomplished except by adopting an illegal method.
In Japan it is rather exceptional to punish preparation of a
crime and plot thereof before the commission of a criminal
act.

The kinds of crimes the preparation of which are

punishable
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are enumerated in the criminal code.

The same as I under-

stand it, could 'be said as to the criminal law of other
countries which havo adopted the Roman legal system.

More-

over, in order to constitute a plot or conspiracy as an
independent crime, the date and place of such plot or conspiracy must be specified to an intelligible extent.

In

countries which have not adopted the Anglo-American legal
system, it is inconceivable that a plot could exist from
January 1928 to September 2, 1945.

What I wish to submit

is that the said doctrine, to wit, the doctrine of conspiracy, as has been developed in England and America as
one entity, cannot be deemed to constitute a part of international law.

If the decisions cited by the Chief of

Counsel for the Prosecution mean that those who join the
conspiracy after the common plan was formulated are criminally responsible to the same extent as the original conspirators, it is not decidodly a commonly accepted legal principle
and therefore cannot be applied at this International Tribunal as Precepts of International Law.
10.

In Division 1, the Defendants are prepared to

produce evidence to show that no such thing is to bo called
"criminalistic military clique" as referred to in Section 1
of the preamble of the Indictment nor has been existent in
this country since 1928, and that no criminalistic organization among the accused and other divers persons has been
formed through the said period. The method of selecting the
head of the cabinet since 1928 was largely a matter of chance.
If a cabinet falls for some reason or other, the Emperor asks
through Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, advice of elder statesmen (mostly ex-premiers) as to who is to succeed. As the elder
statesmen themselves are not an organized group, those who
happen to attend the meeting discuss the matter and select

extemporaneously a premier-designate after due consideration to the exigency at the time, and report the decision
^to__jfcheThrone.
exception.

The Emperor accepts the report without

Hence there is no way to tell beforehand who

will become the Premier until the moment the report of the
elder statesmen is submitted to the Throne. Therefore, it
is impossible in Japan that a certain organization party
or clique monopolizes power for any duration of time, and
continues a particular plan or conspiracy. The pertinent
documents and witnesses will be produced to prove this
point.

The so-called "Tanaka Memorial" as was referred

to by a certain prosecution witness,, is a forgery and travesty.

To us it looks rather ridiculous.

Besides this

there is no competent legal evidence to prove the aims, objects and organization of such a "criminalistic clique".
Section 2 of the preamble of the Indictment and paragraph 4»- Section 6 of the Appendice of the Indictment seem
to consider thej^lJ^riaJ^Rule Assistance Association and the
Imperial Rule Assistance Political Society as something like
Nazis in Germany or Facists in Italy.

Nothing can be a

greater misunderstanding of Japanese politics than this. The
former is a "public organization" to assist the administration
of the Government; the meaning of a "public organization" will
be proved later.

The latter is a political organization

created by statesmen at that period.

Its ,purpose was to co-

ordinate their action in the Diet. It is like the political
parties in England and America in the sense that it takes independent views and holds its own political opinion apart from
the Cabinet. Although this point has been partly proved by crossexamination of the witness produced by the Prosecution, we
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think it accessary to prove noro conclusively by authoritative documents
and witnesses, and expect to do so.
The Chief of Counsel for tho Prosecution refers to the Imperial Ordinance
of 1936 to the offoct that the Ministers of War and of tho TTavy must be
selected from among generals and viea-generals or admirals and viceadmirals of tho activo list, and goes on to contend that the purpose of
the Ordinance was for the army to control tho government and that the army
utilized tho Ordinance for the plotting of armed expansion of Japan
(R.441, 442).

This is contrary to tho real state of affairs^. This

Imperial Ordinance was promulgated after the February 26 Incident of 1236 (a rebellion in which Premier Okada and other
elder statesmen were assaulted) . It --.as feared at that time,
that, if some generals in the reserve list had any conn ction
with any group of men concerned in the February Incident, and
one of them happened to be appointed War Minister, that would
bo a serious matter for the safety of thisflta»t<p.This Ordinance was created to prevent the occurrence of x.. at kind of
thing.

In other words, the purpose of the said Ordinance was to

make a thorough purification of the aray possible. As
a matter of fact, the Ordinance was successful.

Its result

was contrary to the Prosecution's charge to restrain those
who insisted on using armed force illegitimately.

On this

point wo are ready to present avid once. Briefly speaking, it
is a misunderstanding of fact to think that there was an
organization like a criminalistic military clique which controlled the Japanese Government durinj the period specified
in the Indictment.
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11. It is also necessary to disprove tho charge of conspiracy
among tho accused for tho conquest of tho world in general
(Count 45); domination of East Asia, tho Pacific, Indian Ocean
and regions adjacent thereto, (Count 1); or the control of
China, (Count 3); or tho control of ilh.nch.uria, (Count 2).

There

aro differences of ago, walks of lifo and environment among
tho accuscd.

Soma of thorn are arzy or navy officers, some aro

civil officers, soma arc diplomatic, and

some aro authors."

They never had any chanco to meet as a whole or in part with
any spccial object in view.

They never had any occasion to

exchange thoir opinions on any such matter.

If some of them

as a group were in any way related with tho Ihnchurian Affairs,
tho China Affairs or tho Pacific War, it is duo to the fact
that they wore prominent personages when these incidents or
wars which demand concerted activities of the .whole nation, took
placo.

There is no such fact that the accused and ccrtain

divers persons, who aro not indicted, croatod a conspiring organization and by sorn. method or other rr.de a common plan to conquer
or dominate the world, East Asia, the Pacific Ocean, the
Indian Ocean, China or IJhnchuria. »'o will produco evidence
to disprove the cxistencc of any such conspiracy of conquest
or d ominat i on.
12. There is another point in this connection which
the Defense arc ready to prove.

It is a mistake to think that

there is one common and premeditated plan throughout the Ihnchurian Incident, tho China Incident and the Pacific War.
arc separate matters having separate causes.

They

Persons who aro

concerned with one incident are different from tho persons concerned with the others.

There is no such fact that the formor
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officials pass d on their premeditated plans to their sucocsscrs
The most obvious thing is the differrncc betweon the ihnchurian Affair on the one hand and the China Incident
Pacific War on the other.
^cnd^in^l955 by Ta:±uTruoe^

and the

The Manchurian Incident cane to an
After that officials of the Chiang

Kai-Shek Government concluded agreements with Lhnchoukuo with
regard to customs, postal service, telegraph and railroad.

In

1S35 Chiang Kai-Shek promulgated the Good Neighbor Ordinance
toward Japan.

Mr. Hirota, Foreign Minister of the Okada Cabi-

net, negotiated with China and formulated the _jBirota Three
Principios" including the recognition of the status quo of
Lhnchuria and North China and secured consent of the Chinese
Government to discuss the details with those principles as its
basis.

The China Incident which took place four years after

Janku Truce had been intentionally planned and executed byparticular individuals.

The necessary evidence to prove the

above point will be produced.
13. In Division 1, various evidence will be produced
in connection with Japan's internal politics.

The Chief of

Counsel alleges that for many years, cvrn previous to Jan 1,
1928, the Japanese array taujrht^jailitaristlc spirit^to Jape-nose
young men, and tried to cultivate an extreme nationalistic idea
that the progress of Japan depends upon wars of conquest.
The Chief of Counsel went on to say that the army enforced that
educational policy in public schools, and he concludes that
this fact is evidence of the existence of a conspiracy (R. 436).
Nothing can be a greater mistake than such a view of Japanese
education.

Th. educational system in the public schools was based

on the American system since 1872.

The foundation of Japanese

national cthics was since thou the synthesis of Japan's ancient
tradition and China's Confucian teachings with modification by
Occid natal ethics.

In 1878, the Imperial Rescript concerning

education was promulgated, in which certain virtu.s such as
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loyalty, filial piety, univ rsal lov^, justice, public spirit
".ud the, spirit of service wer* specified.
warlike spirit.

It never included

The fundamental principle held by the Imperial

Household hr.s always boon pcaoe, love and b one vol one o. It
excludes -xtravaganco and encourages simplicity and vigor; but
it is different from the encouragem at of war.

It is true that

after 1929 following the .xampl„ of the United States and
Switzerland, Japan adopted military drill in schools with the aim
in view of developing discipline of mind and body, and to ddvanoc
the character of youth.

This was done in connection with the reduction

of armaments and is not r.n expressio:. of • n-gr .ssivon. ss. The
foregoing-erinciple is th- fundamental .ducational policy and
no Minister of Education had the power to modify it.

Ther« is

nothing to prove that the Government or the ari.rr taught the
people that the future of Japan depended on aggressive war.
As one of the inevitable economic consequences of the
first Tiorld War, worldwide ov r»production occurred and
trade was seriously restricted.

Japan, which is lacking in natural re-

sources and depends on the export of commodities produced by
light industry, was faced with a grave difficulty.

In July

1932, the notorious Ottawa Agreement of the British Empire was
concluded.

In Ottawa of the same y.ar, the 1-fclr.y Conf.deration

raised its tariff 21 per cent ad valorem against Japan.

In

September 1933, the Chamber of Commerce of the Union of South
Africa proposed the abrogation of the goat lemon's r.gro a nt
with Japan.

The trade negotiation bTctwcen India and Japan

which took place from the end of 1933 to January 1934 was discouraging and fruitless.

In S etem.b r 1935, the Government of
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Egypt levied exchange insurance tax of 4 per cent and ad valorun
against cotton goods and other Japanese commodities.

In

January 1936, the Union of South Africa imposed an exchange
damping tax on Japanese cotton goods and artificial silk.

These

arc only 30mo examples of measures taken against Japanese
commodities; general restriction of free trade beoame prevalent
the world over and tendency to economic nationalism was rampant.
dentally, overy nation increased armament at this time as will be
shown later on.

In Japan whero tho natural resources aro

meager, and its production depends so much on light industry,
j
there has been no moans loft but to reorganise finance and
industry on the basis ofs£lc.nncd economy for the security of
our nation. Such being the circumstances under which Japan
initiated a novel plan of r-production, it will be clearly proved
that tho program had nothing to do with future war or aggression.
On this point we arc prepared to have some exports testify in
this Tribunal.

r'

k^orc the war freedom of speech was respected like
oth,;r countries. However, it is a truism that the propaganda
of communism has been prohibited by law since 1925. Japanese
people wished to maintain the system of private property and
thoy violently hated to have the Imperial Household, which has
Vs
been tho object of national reverence, disrespected.

The com-

munists deny the system of private property and they intended to
destroy tho Imperial Dynasty.

Since 1020, tho movement of the

Communist Party became active in Japan and a subversive movement
to destroy private property and the Imp rial Dynasty began to
take impetus throughout the country.

It is only natural under

such circumstances that a sovereign state prohibits such" a movomo;
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It is neither a plan nor a preparation for war.

This point cc

be easily proved by the fact that jthe^Poacc Pros^ei^vtion Law
was proposed by the Coalition C-ovornncnt of tho throe pr.rties
which wero regarded as liberals.

The facts concerning tho direc-

tion of thought and speech will have to be shown by producing
evidonces.

It is needless to say that once war opens a cottain

amount of restriction bocomes necossarv for preventing espionage,
which is introduced in every countr' without exception.

There

should bo no confusion of thought on this point.
There arose a so-called reformation movement
(Kakushin Undo) in Japan in or about 1930-1931.
was not necessarily aiming at expansion.

This movement

It must bo remembered,

however, that the Japanese population was increasing year aftor
yoar and was almost on the point of reaching one hundred million.
Natural resources wore extremely limited. And as a rosult
of worldwide economic depression, commerce and industry as
well as agriculture were facing serious difficulties. Party
politics existed at that time; and Soiyukai and Hinsuto alternately formed the- cabinct.

But the method of poli n"" "1 no-t^st

was unfair: and political corruptions were exposed day after day.
Being excited and irritated by these facts and incidents, hotheaded young men and young officers appealed to direct action.
The evidence to show tho motive of this movement was oartlydestroyed to our regret. But the remaining p..rt and witnesses will
bo produced to show that the movement did not aim r.t aggressive
war. At this opportunitv it is worthwhile to point out that some
J- J-

V

J.

of the accuscd contributed to suppress this movement.
14. Tho Prosecution presents tho national defense plans
of Japan since 1S37 as cvidonco of Japan's aggressive design.
But armrxients aro always relative as has beon said before.

It is not

possible to determine whether the national defense plan of
Japan was aggressive or not until and unless it is studied
in comparison with the plans of other countries.

In 1937 the

neighboring military countries of Japan were China and the
Soviet Union.

Excepting China, against which Japan never

proposed to come to an overall conflict, wo shall prove the nature
of Japan's military plan by presenting the second fivo-yoar plan,
the third five-year plan and the position of the Far Eastern
Army of the Soviet Union after 1S36.

The military or naval

staff of every country makes annual plans in consideration
of a potential enemy.

It is needless to say that tho
i

existence of such plans do not indicate that tho country has
the will to make war against other nations.

It is also possible

to prove that the intention of Japan was not aggressive by contrasting Japan's naval plan after the London IJaval Conference
with that of the United States and the British Empire.
15. Tho nature and scopo of the right of solf-dofcnso
is a question of international law, and therefore no evidcnco
is necessary.

However, the question to what extent the right

of self-defense is reserved in a particular treaty nay be
answered in tho light of materials at tho time of the conclusion of the treaty.

The defendants aro prepared to produce

the materials concerning the negotiation of tho KelloggBriand Pact, official declarations of the parties concerned
and tho reservations of tho Governments at the time of the
conclusion of the Pact, for thoy will help us to understand
the limit of tho right of self-defense in the Ecllogg-Brip.nd
Pact.

This issue of the interpretation of the right of self-

defense was raised at the time of tho negotiation between
Secretary Hull and Ambassador ITomura in 1941. At that time
the United States showed its own view as to the extent of tho
right of self-defense.

The Defense arc prepared to produce

records concerning the United States' view on self-dofcr.se.
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It is also said that "every nation is camp ,te.;t to deciao
whether circutistar.c.s require recourse to war in self-defense".
The D fense will

rove not only the circu.-.stances constituting

self-defense, but also the party invoking such right has bona
fide believed existence of such right.

The Defendants are

prepared to produce evidence to shew the truth of the facts
under consideration.
16. It will be a difficult natter for foreigners to
understand the relation between the high command and the
authority of ordinary state affairs.

It is, nevertheless,

important to prove this relation in order to determine the
responsibility of any act or omission in this case.

This

depends on the interpretation of the Constitution of Japan,
especially Articles 11 and 12 and >n established custom in
this country, uith regard to tho military affairs the
extent of the respective jurisdiction and responsibility
of the military command (The Chief of the Military Staff and
the Chief of tho Naval Staff) and of the Minister of War
or the JTr.vy is an important issue.

The jurisdiction of various

other governmental organs are also to be considered in this
connection.

The defendants are prepared to produce a witness

or witnesses to clarify this point.

The nature of command

and the duty of obedience in the Japanese Army r.rv different
from those of other countries.

This will be considered separately

with regard to peace-time and war-time.
17. There is concrete evidence w hich rill be submitted
to show the connection with the interpretation and application of
the Potsdam Declaration and the Instrument of Surrender".
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A. Japan r.ccopted the Potsdam Declaration which
was proposed by the Allies on July 26, 194-5 "end surrendered.
/

This Tribunal was created in accordance with tho Instrument
of Surrender. Although it is a fact that Japan surrendered
unconditionally in the sense that she accepted tho Potsdan
Declaration as a whole without asking any condition or
modification, we cannot forget that tho Potsdan Declaration
itself is a condition which existed between the Allied Powers
and Japan. Article 5 of the Potsdan Declaration provides: "The
following are our terns. Tve will not deviate fron these Articles.
The words "unconditional surrender" arc used in paragraph 2
of the Instrument of Surrender.

In c-ithor case it refers

to the s .rrendor of the Japanese armed forces only.
That is to say, tho Japanese forces were ordered to surrender
to the Allied forces without any condition or reservation.

It

cannot be said that the other part's of tho Potsdam Declaration
loss their binding power si. ply because of tho words "unconditional surrender" used in connection with the armed forces.
B. The meaning of the words "T,'ar crimes" us:d in
Article 10 of the said Declaration rerr.ins to be an important
issue. Tve arc ready to prove in what sense Japan, that is to
say, Japanese responsible authority, understood the term in
issue at the time of accepting the Declaration.

Collaborating

evidences also will bo used to prove tho general understanding
of tho torn "war crincs" at the ond of July or beginning of
August 1940, in Japan as well as ".11 over tho civilized world.
This scorns to be necessary for supporting the position of the
counsel for the Defense that this Tribunal had no jurisdiction
on Counts invoking (a) and (c) of Article 5 of
tho Charter erecting this Tribunal.
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C. By accosting the Potsda:. Declaration, Japan
surrendered with respect to tho Pacific War, in which sho
had boon engaged.

She had no intention to surrender with

rospoot to tho LAnchurian Incident, Khasan Lake Incident
or ilononghan Incident.

In order to prove those* points,

the documents showing that the L&nchurian Incident had been
settled by 1935, the documents shewing that tho khasan Lake
lac id out or iJemongham Incident had been settled by their
respective agreements, and the documents shewing that a neutrality
treaty xvas concluded between the Soviet Union and Japan
in April 1941 will be presented.

The appended declaration to

the neutrality treaty is very important.

It provides

in part that "the Soviet Union respects tho territorial
integrity and inviolability of ianchoukuo."
D. Additional evidence will be produced with
reference to the interpretation and application of tho Potsdamdeclaration.

This will be done ^or the following consideration:

"juhen one party induecs the other to surrender
w1

"

'

former induces
to bo legitimate.

x&j~in tactics, it is conceivable that the
^ ^ ^ g j ^ I I T h i s evne particular tactics
If a word ''crime'1 happens to be used in

such inducement to surrender, that word should not include
tactics as is being used by that party while inducing surrender.
This we take to be a correct method of interpretation of a;^
inducement or declaration.

Therefore, the tactics or measures

which the Allied forces openly adopted iron July 26 to August 10
against Japan (or tactics or measures of a similar nature in
lesser extent) should be excluded from the ''crimes" provided for in
the Potsdam Declaration.

This will determine the limit of war
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•crimes tr. se dealt with in this Tribunal.

Records, phot"»-

' graphs and many witnesses will be produced in order to show
the tactics of the Allied Powers.
18.

The Chief of Counsel for the Prosecution con-

tends that aggressive war has been an international crime
for a long time and gives a definition of aggression.
In order to support his theory of aggression he goes on
to cite various treaties and agreements.

As John Basset

Moore has said in his "Appeal to Reason", it is impossible
to define what is aggression.
legal argument now.

We are not going into a

"fe expect to have an opportunity

to discuss legal problems later on.

However I think

it is appropriate at this moment to point out certain
omissions in the facts which the Chief of Counsel for
the Prosecution referred to.
Prosecution referred to.

The Chief of Counsel for the

The Chief of Counsel for the

prosecution first invoices the Hague Convention I of
1907.

But this treaty does not make good offices and

mediation as absolute duty.

The contracting parties are

expected to submit their disputes to good offices or
mediation "as far as possible" or "as far as circumstances
allow".

The Chief of Counsel for the Prosecution in the

next place refers to the draft treaty of Mutual Assistance,
which was discussed at the fourth Assembly of the League
of Nations in 1923.

The said draft was dropped at the

Fifth Assembly in 1924 and therefore has never become a
treaty.

Therefore it is not binding to any party.

The Chief of' Counsel for the Prosecution refers to the
Geneva Frotoool of 1924.
gates.

This was signed by the dele-

But since Great Britain whithheld ratification,

no state ratified it.
become a treaty.

Thus the Geneva Protocol has never

This fact proves that it has been thought

premature to determine aggressive war as an international
crime.

The ^ellogg-Briand Pact of 1928 does not provide

that aggressive war is an international crime, "'e
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'will refrain from advancing any argument on this point.
19.

The Indictment in its Count 37 on provides for

a group of crimes under the title, "murder", and charges
crimes of murder against the defendants for the loss of
lives due to the act of war«

The Counsel for the De-

Fens© holds that the loss of lives dua to the ast of war,
legal war or otherwise, does not constitute a murder.
This, wa believe, is an accepted theory of international
law.

This point seems too obvious to call any authority.

The state of war comes into existence when the first
shot has been fired.
international law,

This is an accepted doctrine of

Therefore, we will produce evidence

to show thpt the loss of lives referred to in Count 37
to Count 44 in the Indictment occured after the state
of v.ar existed.
The Chief of Counsel for the Prosecution asserts
that in all cases of aggressive war, those who are in
official position should be treated as common felons,
that is murders, brigands, pirates and plunderers and
should be punished as such.

He goes on to say thet such

a generally recognized principle (R.389).

Dows he re-

fer to tho primitive age in whish international law
did not exist?

D

.ince international law came into existence

th-re has always been a distinction between war as an
act of sovereign states an

acts of burglers or pirates.

This seems to us the first principle of international law.
20.

In case aggressive war or war in violation of

a treaty or treaties is fought by the will of the state,
it is an import nt question in international law whether
individuals who are in official positions of the state
are criminally responsible.

The Allied

Powers

contend that this World War II was fought for the
maintenance of international law.
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We take it, therefore,the

\

Allief. Powers will have no objection to the strict
interpret tion of international law.

The Chief of Counsel

for the Prosecution refers to this point several times in his
opening statement, (R. 389, 459, 463).

He sticks with and

insists on this point although ha is fully t.waro of the
danger of proceeding without

precedents.

For.„our part,

we are net yet convinced that international law os it existed
1928 - 1945 imparts responsibility on individuals in official
positions for tho act of the state.

Therefor^, wo believe

that the provisions concerning individual responsibility
in the Charter something whioh the Potsdam Declaration did
not expect, end ex post facto law.

For this reason we

will produce evidence to show that international la* as
it stood in the period indicated by the Indictment did not
impute criminal responsibility on individuals for the :,ct
of the state.
21.

The Prosecution frequently comp ros incidents which

occurred during the Paoific War with acts of Germany during
tho Europena war.

In page 450 of the Rocord they assert

that terrorism and atrocities occurring during the Pacific
V'Jrx were of the same type that G^rm-ny committed, and in
page 455 they go on to assert that these acts

not

incidental errors on the part of the individuals but premeditated acts committed as a na.ional policy.

Tho Sounsel for the

Defense are prep'red to show th:. t the oantral government
and high oommand strongly desired th t the rules and
customs of v-var be strictly observed and that civilians
end oven enemies who have givtjn up arms, be tre; ced with
charity.

For th t purpose, "The Battlefield Manual"

,vas issued in J a n u a r y 1943j.nd distributed to all soldiers,
"'h&nuver violators were fo'ind they were tried by Court Marshall.

The Army and Navy Chiefs of Somniand

?lv,ays emphatic in stressing this point.

t th« front were

We must

admit, however, th; t at the 1. tar period of tho
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-war whan the communications with the home country were cut,
battlefields isolated, orders from the commanding officers
beoame impossible; food became scarce and the existence of'
tha Japrnes^ soldiers in itself precarious or when they mot
with cruel guerrila warfare by nntives|some inhuman acts
mig" t have been committed.

This is a most deplorable thing,

but the accused who stayed at home had no control over
the situation.

As to tha treatment of war prisoners,

the labor of non-commissioned officers snd
used with their volunt'-ry will.

bove was

On these matters we are

prepared to produce evidences , ith reference to concrete
frets in Division 1.

^

Jrrjrn there has never beun an

intentional violation of hnm,-nit.y
been committed against "che Jews.

c

——

•

ave

On the contrary the

elimination of the idea of racial prejudis~s has always been
one of our national aspirations.

On this point we are

prepared to produce evidence to explain the difference
between war crimes' of Germany and the alleged acos of
J apan.
22.

So f r 1 have dwelt on tha main subjects of

Division I.

Division II concerns Manchuria and Manchoukuo.

This Division is provider for the purpose of disproving
criminality as alleged by the Prosecution.

It relates

to Count 2, Appendix A, Count 18 ^nd Count 27.
also relates to this Division to some extent.

Count 44
There is ample

evidence which the accused will present under this : nd other
Divisions.

But they will be all dealt with in e:ch Division.

I will point out only the mcin subjects which should be
proved under this Division.
The evidence which the defendants will produce should
be convincing.
The Lytton Report which the Prosecution presented says
in part:
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"... the Issues involved in this conflict are not as
simple as they are often represented to be.

They are, on the

contrary, exceedingly complicated, and only an intimate knowledge of all the facts, as well as of their historical background, should entitle anyone to express a definite opinion
upon them."

23.

In order to show the special conditions in

Manehukuo Japan's special rights and interest in Manchuria and their legitimacy will be proved. Why did
Japan acquire special rights and interests in Manchuria? Why did the Japanese go to Manchuria?
Japan is a country of small area and a large population.
As long as immigration was possible the problem vras
hoped to be partly solved by that.

In 1903 Japan' s

immigration to the United States virtually stomed by
the so-called "Gentleman's Agreement".

At that time Mr.

Jutaro Komura, our famous Foreign Minister, spoke at
the Imperial Diet as follows;

"In order to prevent

our people from scattering around remote foreign
territories it has become necessary to concentrate them
to this district (•^anchuria) and administer them
with their joint co-operation

The Japanese

government in consideration of these points will follow
the established policy with regard to the immigration
to the United States and Canada, and is faithfully
enforcing the restriction of immigrants".

This

declaration has been taken in Japan as having previously
been understood by the IJnited States. With regard to
Japan's relations with the United States an agreement was reached between Mr. Lansing, Secretary of
State of the United States and Mr. Ishii, Japanese
Ambassador, on 2 December 1?17.

It says in part:

"The Governments of the United States and Japan recognize
that territorial propinquity creates special relations
between countries, and, consequently, the Government of
the United States recognizes that Japan has special
interests in China, particularly in the part to which her
possessions are conti guous."
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The agreement was'made

in the form of the exchange of notes.

The agreement was

cancelled later but before its nullification our people
had done much in Manchuria.

This achievement cannot be

taken away by the nullification of the Lansing-Ishii
Agreement.

Thus Japan's legitimate activities in Man-

churia has become reaarkable since that time.
24.

At that period the local authorities in Man-

churia maintained -their power in cooperation with Japan.
Since 1925 the national rights recovering movement arose
throughout China.
affected.

The situation in Manchuria was vitally

In 1923 Chan-? Tso-Lin was killed and the Man-

churian authorities adopted the Chinese Republic flag.
As soon as the Muo-min-tang (Chinese Nationalist Party)
stepped into Manchuria Japanese Msnchurian disputes continuously increased.
dence.

Me will show these facts by evi-

In 1931 there were more than three hundred pend-

ing problems.
25.

Japan had a right to maintain the M'.vantung

Army in ..-anchuria in order to protect her rights and
interests in Mwantung Peninsula and Manchuria.

In 1936

the total of the Mwantung Army consisted of eight battalions of infantry, two companies of artillery and
one independent garrison (six battalions of infantry)
making 10,400 ;ien in all.

The forces under the con-

trol of Hsueh-Liang, on the other hand, consisted of
268,000 of the regular army and big hords of irregulars.

The Mwantung Army

1

as a small force of 10,000

encircled by more than 200,000 Chinese Army.

Its

duty was to protect the Soviet Manchurian Railways

which, extended one thousand kilometres, and Japanese
nationals of lore than one million scattered all over
the vast expanse of Manchuria.

Under these circum-

stances in case of emergency it was necessary for the
Kwantung Army to take measures of self-defense.
26.

The prosecution contends that the destruction

of the railway on September 18, 1931 was a planned action on the part of Japan, but no substantial evidence
has been produced.

The Defense will endeavor to pro-

duce the best evidence possible to prove the cause of
the incident.

In any case an armed conflict took place

between them on that nirht.

Once a comflict occurred,

the Kwantung Army for its own self-defense and for the
execution of its own duty, had to defeat the Chinese
forces.

It is possible to show the fetalis of the cir-

cumstance by producing the testament of General HOITJO
which he left when he committed suicide early last year.
The Government of Japan wished to see the situation not
aggravated and tried its best to stop the incident, but
the situation became from bad to worse against its will.
The truth of this circumstance and the attitude of the
Council of the lea'ue of Nations and of the United States
will be explained by pronucin;, pertinent documents.
"Jhile the Kwant un sc ii rmy was fighting with the
Chinese forces for self-defense, the inhabitants in
Manchuria started a self rule movement for Manchuria
with various motives; such as the consideration for
the welfare of the peoples; anti-communism; the desire
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of the Mongolian people for independence from the Chinese Republic; the discontentments of the various generals against Chang Hsueh Liang; and the desire to restore
the Chin Dynasty.

The outline of these cctivities will

be explained and proved.

In February 1932 the .Adminis-

trative Committee of the North East provinces was created,
and on 1 March the government of Manchukuo.cwas inaugurated.
28.

After the establishment of Manehukuo the Jap-

anese were admitted to acquire Manehukuo nationality. It
is true that some number of the Japanese nationals became officials, and directly participated in the development of the country.
State was created.

But these all were after the new

With regard to the establishment of

the new State itself Japanese officials either in Tokyo
or in Manchuria refrained from participation.

In Sep-

tember 1931 the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of wsr of Japan instructed the Japanese officials
in Manchuria not to participate in the establishment of
the new State.

In other words the birth of M&nchukuo was

the result of a voluntary movement by the inhabitants
of Manchuria.

As this is an important point evidence

will be produced to prove this fact.
29.
1933.

The Msnchurian incident was settled in May

During 1935-36 China was inclined to recognize

the de facto status of Manchuria.
gan to recognize l.anchukuo.

Other countries be-

Especially the Soviet Union,

which now sends prosecutors to this Tribunal, agreed to
respect the territorial integrity and inviolability of
Manehukuo in 1941.
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30.

The third division concerns China.

The Co ant3

relating to this division are Count 3, Count 6, Count 9,
Count 27, Count 28, Count 36, Counts 45 to 50, and Counts
53 to 55.
The responsibility for the ^lerco Polo Incident^lies
on China.

Moreover, if the Incident had been settled

locally, a3 was desired by Japan, it would not have been
aggravated as to be called a "war".

Then there would

not have been any question of aggressive war.

Therefore,

we will also prove that China was responsible for the
aggravation of the Incident and that Japan throughout
the whole Incident adhered to the policy of non-aggravation and tried its best to settle the question locally.
On 13 July the Konoe Cabinet declared as follows:

"Even

now on the Army will adhere to the policy of no-aggravation and local settlement and will avoid to its utmost
effort any action which might lead to a war.

For this

reason the Japanese Army has approved the conditions
submitted by the representatives of the 29th Army and
signed on 8 p.m. of the 11th, and will watch its execution."

But China did not stop hostile acts.

The as-

sault at Lanfong, Kwan An Men Incident, the atrocities
at Fungchow, etc. continuously occurred.
take on an organized war attitude.

China began to

On 12 July, Generalis-

simo Chiang Kai Shek ordered a mobilization applicable
to a large area.

Meanwhile, the concentration of the

Chinese forces in North China became increasinglyintense.

The Japanese forces in Fengtai were encir-

i
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cled and violently attacked by the Chinese forces.

On

27th July the Japanese forces in China decided to take
up arms for self-defense.

The circumstance of this

period will be explained and proved by declarations of
the Japanese Army in China and other witnesses.
still stuck to the policy of non-aggravation.
Kai Shek strengthened his forces.

Chiang

On 15 August the

Total Mobilisation Order was issued.
quarters was established.

Japan

The General Head-

Chiang Kai Shek himself be-

came the Commander-in-Chief of the Army, Navy and the
Air forces.
districts:

The whole country was divided into four war
First War District (Eopei-Chahar),

Second

War District (Chaohar-Shansi), Third War District (Shanghai), Fourth War District (South), for each of which
respective forces were allocated, and total war attitude
against Japan was completed.

It can be said that an ac-

tual state of war commenced at this time although even
then diplomatic relations between the two countries were
continued.
North China.

On 31 August Japan sent three divisions to
The name of the Japanese Army in China

was changed to the "Japanese Forces in North China". The
commander of the Japanese Forces in North China was instructed to secure the stabilization of Peiping-Tientsin
Area and to break down the warlike intention of the enemy
and thus to bring the conflict speedily to an end.

Thus

even at this period Japan demanded order and tranquility
in North China and abeyance of anti-Japanese policy.
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31. The Japanese government first designated this
Incident "the North China Incident" because it thought
the extent of the incident could be limited to North
China. But the i n d e n t sorpad to Middle China in
August contrary to Japan's desire, cause of which will
be explained later. China, ignoring the Shanghai Truce
wlrich was concluded in 193? by the good office of
British, American and other rp-respntatives, constructed
military basis in an unfortified area, and concentrated
forces of more then 50,000 while the Japanese Marines in
that area wara not mora than A,000. Incidentally Carytain
Oyama, Comnany Commander of the special marine of the
Japanese Navy, was wantonly shot to death by tha Chinese
Army, On 15 August Janan decided to send trootjs to
Shanghai for tha protection of lives and orot>®rty of
Japanese residents.

It WRS under such circumstancps

that th° conflict in Middle China, started. WP will oroduce
witnesses concerning these facts for the consideration
of the Tribunal in determining thp responsibility for
the opening of this de facto war. In other words, it
was China that aggravated the incident to such an extent
as to be termed "war",
32, Our conflict with the Republic of China wa*
designated as the China Incident and not as the China
War, Nor did Genpralisslmo Chiang Kai shek declare
war upon Jaoan until the Pacific ^ar broke out in 1941.
This should appear. WP prpsump, rather strange to the
occidental mind. The objective of this conflict was
on our part to induce the Chinese leaders then in oower
to reconsider their stand against Japan, thus restoring
to a natural and proper state th* disturbed Sino-Jappnese
relations. It was. however, the attitude osaumed by
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the Communist Party of Chine* that actually gave rise
to a decided anti-Japanpse movement in the greater part
of the Republica

Moreover, Generalissimo Chiang- Kai

shek had comp to countenance various activities of thp
communists pver sincp thp Sinn Incident in which his
spnsational kidnapping

successfully carripd out.

The Japanese Government regarded this new step on tho
part of thp Generalissimo as a lamentable deviation
more or less Short-lived„

At thp inepotion there were

neither dioloma tid rupture nor disrupted treaty relations
between Japan and China. Members Of thp Chinese army
who surrendered themselves to our hands werp all rpl.opsed
and those nationals of th° Republic of China residinc
in Japan at that timp w^re not treated as pnpmy
persons but »»rp allowpd to nursue thpir own occupations
unmolested.

Onp of our aims in not declaring war with

the Chinese Republic was n^t to restrict thp ri<?ht and
intprest by the application of rulps of wsr, llpvprth^IPSS the hostilities, against our will, sorpading far and
widp, those nationals of nputra"1 Powers who Fprp found
to live, in thp Japanese occupied territories should
suffer therefrom to somp extent was quitp unavoidablp.
Hencp the conclusion of an agreement known as AritaCraigie Agreement betwppn Japan and thp Unitpd Kinerdom.
33.

Had thpre been ^a^pd p wpr

declared the

Question to apply the Nine-Power Treaty to the situation
would never havp bepn rpised for, trppties would cpasp
/

to be in -force automatically or at Ten ft be suspended
so far as China and J*>oan

concerned.

As a matter

of fact, however, declaration of* war was not resorted
to in this connection, neither by the Republic n? Chirp
nor by the Empire of Japan, thus leading to a
contradictory situation wherein the auestion o-f* application
of the said treaty camp to a head. Thp Counspl for
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defense, however, ho?d that crime is not necpsparily
constitutpd if the treaty in question worp'not literally
adhered to in this particular case as far as the seirit
of the said, treaty was resoected, We submit wp hot><=
to introduce five items in suo-oort of this contention.
There had occurred in the oriental region very
extraordinary hanoonings within » duration of fifteen
years between 1922, when the Nine-Power Treaty was concluded, and 19""' when China Incident broke
of thp five Items is this?

ou t,

The first

The Renublic of China, after

the conclusion of the Nine-Power Treaty, made it a
national nolicy to oopose Jaoan and insult her in
every way possible, and boycott of Japanese goods
was resorted to generally.

China went all the length of

conrailinp text book? for her Dublic schools so that
anti-Japanese sentiments were disseminated widely
among the younger generation.

Any one will

admit that when a Power should ooenly make it
her national oolicy to reject and insult another
friendly oower and its national" it must be said a
matter of very extraordinary nature,, The second i^s
Communist International determined its new strategy
against Jaoan during thene ypars, and the Communist
Party of China acted in conformity to th° diroctives
of the former. Whereuoon the Chang Kai-Shek regime
acquipped in the letter's behavior0

The third ip, the

resolutions reducing the Chinese forces adopted in
connection with the Nine Po^er Treat wpre not only
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not carried out but, nn the contrary, war lordp and
military cliqups in Chin? raised and maintained
a huge body of troons many times grpater than those
existing before<>

Bpsides, they made extensive

preparations for a war of resisting J a nan by acauiriner
innovated arms and imolenie.its of war in large quantities.
Thp fourth is§

thefifttlonaloo^er of UoSeS.R<> w^a

p-v~oendpd tremendously in those dayso

Thp Union of

Sovipt Socialist Republic, bpine not oarty to
the Nine—Power Treaty, and npver undpr th° commitmpnt
of the said trpaty, madp its nr<=ssurp fp"11 alone? tbp
entire Sino-Soviet boun^aripfi e-v-ten^ift^ no l^s* than
3,000 miles.

In fact, a very wide area comerisine

Outer Mongolia has been out under the sway of
U.S.S.R, The fifth is8

the wor^d economy, sincp thp

conclusion of the Ninp—Power Treaty, was

SP°N

to

VPPT

from economic internationalism to national nrotpcionism.
The Nine—Power Treaty is, it must bp not^d, a treaty without
the provision of expiration.

At least these five haoopn-

ings of an extraordinary nature took olace in th°
situation contemplated undpr thp trpaty which
has no time limit. What kind of talps these fivp hanrjenines may tell -will b° clarified later; documental
evidpnee nrppontod in dup course of tim® will sneak
for itself«

Hprp it niust b» addpd, however, that

undpr thpse circumstances thp Nine-Powpr Trpaty had
bpcome so obsolete that its strict aoolioatinn to thp
situation was found impossible.

A cprtain kind of

state tantamount to that of war p^isted then, though
neither China nor Japan declared wPr upon the other.
Conseauently in thp tprritory of thp Renublie of China,
whether it was undpr Japnnese occupation or not,
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to carry out the provisions of the "aid treaty to its
very letter was beyond question.

The defendants

hold that in this case failure of adhering to the treaty
in the given circumstances does not necessarily consistute
a crime. Upon that foundation the defendants are eoine
to prove that the five points above stated are indisputable
facts.
The Prosecution has made it a point to charge
the accused responsible for an economic aggression.
An aggression in the economic sensp is not itself a
crime. It will constitute a crime only when the spid
aggression was undertaken in conjunction with an
aggressive war.

As previously stated the China Incident

was traceable to an outbreak of the Marco Polo Bridge affair,
which precipitated the situation into the state of war so to
speak, Why ?

The reason is a flagrant war preparation and

provocations steadily and systematically made by the
authorities of the Republic of China, This must be considered
a very extraordinary condition of thineR. We cannot be held
responsible to the Incident by calling that incident an
aggressive war.
Still less, economic development was undertaVen for the
sake of happiness and prosperity of China as well as Japan*
On this point also we are going to produce relevant evidence.
35. Now pbout the ppfjertion of th° Prosecution
concerning narcotic drugs, Th° Prosecution avers
that Japan mada pn inroad of nprcotics into China and
by this means they wanted to crush the wpr efforts of the
Chinese on the one hand and turn the oroceeds from
the sales of the drug into their war chest on the other
hand. In this way they carried on their w a r of aggression

-LJ+-

the Prosecution insisted. With your permission, let us
cell the notice of the Tribune! to the feet that, hero in
Jaoan, we have a spncial experience in the gradual reduction of opium eaters still existing in Formosa0

In

Formosa a monopoly of the said drug was exercised throughout the years when the Island was under our government,,
Now we made it our policy thero to nut an end to illicit
traffic in ooiuto and throueh these means reduce by
degrees th« numb el"rt*4add its still existing, Opium
.

i

eaters in the Renublic of China are estimated at around
a million at nresent. The Chinese population b£inp out
at ^-00,000,000, There can be no ground to suppose
that if opium eaters were on the increase or otherwise
through the stens supposely taken by the Japanese, the
result would affect in any way the fighting capacity of
Chinese.

Again, tho annual proceeds from the sale o**

opium in China was not creat In proportion according to the
evidence available,, Still less Jaoan never nut the sum of
money from that source into expenditure of war. Concrete
facts and figures in this connection will be eiven in
support of the argument that proceeds from the sale of opium
in China was not utilized by us as part of war expenditures.
36=

Atrocities perpetrated by Japan in several parts
r<

of the Chinese Republic are very exaggerated and in some
degree fabricated*

We shall endeavor to make these

situations clear and show th° true conditions. Alleged
atrocities laid at our door, if they wpre well founded,
are th.p thin? really detested by the Japanese
Government as well a.3 such commanders as were
in control of the forces there.

Our government and those

responsible commanders have made it their S-ule that
preventive stens should be exhausted,

if such

deplorable facts come to their knowledge, due punishments
would be meted out to tb« perpetrators of the crimes.
Maintenance of friendly relations VLth the Chinese Republic
was one of the crucial points in our national policy.
It is auite unthinkable that the accused, some of whom
were holding key positions in the Tokyo government or
entrusted in e-srpeditiqnal forces abroad with important
status, should commit or disregard such misconducts
lisht-heartedly.

These charges laid upon some of the

accused are, we believe, without foundation and we
"Tould leave no means unused in order to prove that
there was not a single fact that any of the
accused has ever ordeied, authorized, permitted or
deliberately and recklessly disregarded his legal duty,
37, With regard to the matters related to the Soviet
Union the indictment refers to Counts 17, 25, 26, 35,
36,

and 52, That these are out o-f* the pale of this

tribunal has been already pointed out in previous remarks.
Especially the Changkufeng Affair, a« ^ell as the Nomo<rhan
Incident,

are a closed issue betwppn the Powers concerned.

This is proved beyond doubt by the existence of the
treaty of neutrality concluded between Jap»n and USSR.
Both the Changkufens Affair and the Nomonghan Incident
resulted from an ambiguity concerning the boundaries between
Manchuria and USSR, Needless to say th°se do not fall
under the category of an aggressive war. The Frontiers
between Manchukuo and the Soviet Union once defined,
the matters were settled then and there. That the
boundaries J^oan insisted upon wPre ultimately right can
be verified by the evidence on that point. It may
be added hero that these disnutes had nothing to do

with programs made by the Tokyo Government or by the
Kwantung army at that time. Reality of the circumstances
of our mobilization is sure to tell its own tale*

So

much so, tho Kband we took towards USSR was remembered as
the t»absolute Pacific Policy^ „
3Si

We noted that thr-> honored prosecutors

representing Soviet Union were trying very hard to
establish an aggressive intention on the part of Japan,,
In this connection they Pointed out ah annual nrogram of
the General Staff, pronpred in l94la

They also pointed

out our reinforcement in Manchuria during the summer
months of the same ypar, But the said program ™as not
to bp put into execution if thp theoretical war, for
which thp program was madp, did not come trup„

To our

mind, any other Power may be orovidpd with such programs
without arousing suspicion of others^

This ir purely

• a matter the fighting services, as duty bound to do,
in determining where an imaginary battle field is, to
be put, thp enpmy;s country or one1« own territorya Therefore, we can never conclude from such a program
ominous intention in any other government.

As stated in

my earlier remarks, military orenarations themselves w i n
not orovp the p^istence or non-existence of an aggressive .
intention unless they nre comnar^d with other Powers
similar prenarationsc

We understand that TJSSSR ha^ a

plan of operation in '19^6, by which simultaneous attacks
upon Germany and Japan was contemplated.
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After 1939

?"hen thp ITomonchan Incident occurred, the Soviet armed
forces operating east of Lake Baikal were to be doubled
ov-^r those maintained, by us in Manchuria and Korea.

Japan

kept some forces in Manchuria in or after
That is auite true, However, these forces mere meant
solely for our defuse.

For this assertion there will be

no better evidence than the above stated reinforcement
of USSR topether with the manoeuverin^ by that army
alonf the borders of Manchuria and USSR.

Special mention

should be mprfp here that tremendous forces of the Soviet
Union trespassed across the borders from the south of
Hutum. It wps in the early nart of August, 19^5 and
actual invasion was

made

into Manehuriac. These undertakings

were clearly in violation of the neutrality treaty
still in force between USSR and Japenc

That our

defensive measures adopted at that time in Manchuria
was richt will be amply proved by tho^e circumstances.
38. We proceed to division V, the Pacific War. The
matters really extensive in scope, are related to Counts
1,

7 and 16, Counts from 20 - 2<i inclusive; Counts

from 29 to 3L inclusive; Counts from "i7 to A3 inclusive;
and Counts from ^3 to ^ inclusive. Th°rra are still other
counts concerned, which we ^haV a"1"udo te hereafter in
more specific detail.
' 39. There p-vi<rted before th^ war

close

relations

between the three Pn^rs of Germany, Italy and Jaoan.
This relation

by no means mad" in anticipation

of the Pacific War. We nhall submit adequate evidence
in order to prove this point*

It came to the knowledge

of our Government that the seventh Conrrress of Communist
International placed its destructive objectives in Germany
-

_

and Japan and Germany must try to cope with this situation
for their self protection*

Especially -for Japan these

was a development really alarmingo

Communism

was invading our neighbor state, China, instigating national
revolution,, Assistance wp.s extended from tho Soviet Union
in th" shape of Russian technique of revolution as well
as personal emissaries. These activities were in progress
ever since 1923 (January 1923 China Year Book '192.6
R 863 of The Chinese Revolution by H* 0 o Chapman)
when Dr. Sun Yat—sen and M, Joffe issued a joint rlpclaration
expressing mutual sympathy between the two parties. It
was extremely dangerous for defense of the Trmnir®, Pence
joint defense against communism first with Germany
and with Italy afterwards was apparent„

This nolicy of joint

defenseof China and Japan against communistic activities was
enunciated in three principles of Mr, Hirota, then Foreign
Minister.

The same principle was pronounced later in the

Xonoye statement„

In defending the menace of communism,

interests were also identical with Germany and Japan,,
The two Powers concluded an agrepment on November 25th
1936 known as the Anti-Comintern Pact, Needless to say
that this document too was not made in anticipation of
the Pacific War.

In Article 2, the Pact stipulates that,

"The Hi~h Contracting Parties will jointly invite third
States whose internal peac0 is threatened by the subversive
activities of the Communist International to adont defensive
measures in the spirit of this agrepment to t^ke pprt
in the present agrepment,51

Against, tho so-called secret

understanding attached to this instrument npver aimed at an
aggression against «ny third party,. The understanding
merely provides that one of the parties will not tave such
measures as may lighten the burden of USSR if and when one
of the nartiep gets into conflict with. It, It is entirely
negative in nature. The Tri-Partite Agreement between
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Japan, Germany and Italy was given wide publicity, but
its stipulations are quite simple,, Japan's war with
America, was never made its object., This will be
proved also by other evidence than the agreement itself..
It was the very avoidance of war between America and Japan
that was contemplated in the agreement .>
42. Our recent economic measures or military preparation did not anticipate the Pacific War, There ^ere
also no purpose of aggressive nature in our naval preparations, When compared with thor *> of America and Great
Britain, our navy's situation will be proved of itself.
Besides, our annual program formed by the naval command
was never offensive. The concrete facts to be indicated
will make this point clear. The Prosecution holds
that the Japanese Navy turned the mandated territories into
so-called fortresses and established bases of operations
throughout the region. But this too, wp assert, is
without foundation, A fortress must be provide^ with
specific defensive facilities against attacks from land,
sea or out of the air while a base of operation will
be incomplete unless it is equipped with supply facilities
for providing the fleet in actione

What were in-

stalled then were either communication facilities of
peaceful nature or temporary establishments for naval
manoeuvers.

That these were not taken for .fortresses or

bases of operations will be made clear.
43. Atrocities and cruelties allegedly committed
by our forces against prisoners of war did not come to
the knowledge of the accused till they were disclosed in
this Tribunal. We shall be able, WP represent,
to show this by competent testimony

Evidence will show that there was neither the opportunity nor
'available means to stop them before the crimes were committed.
Upon this point, too, we shall submit adeauate evidence no defendant ever formulated a common plan, ordered, or authorized or
permitted atrocities or deliberately and recklessly disregarded
his legal duty to take steps to prevent observance of the law and
customs^ of war in this respect.
I4.5.
efforts.

Now we come to a situation which demands our utmost
Here we must definitely prove that the Pacific War en-

sued as the necessity for the self defense of Japan,

With your

permission let me remind the Honorable Tribunal that since 1957
this country was unwittingly involved in a sort of hostility with
China, which was in progress on a large scale.

In a certain

period of time this state of belligerency developed further into
a state tantamount to that of war.

In those days we were

ex-

pecting that the third Powers appreciation of this peculiar situation was perhaps forthcoming.

In fact, Great'Britain gave It in the

joint declaration with the Japanese Government dated 22 July 1959
as a result of the Tientsin Incident and declared that His
Majesty's Government fully recognize the actual situation in China
where hostilities on a large scale are in progress.

In what way

the Washington Government looked upon this situation we were not
sure but suddenly an abrogation was received on 26 July 1939 of
the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation, a firm basis of the trade
relation between the two countries since 1911.
began to grow.

Misunderstanding

From that time on the United States placed upon

Japan every kind of pressure and intimidation.
economic pressure.

The first was the

The second was the help extended to the

Chiang Kai-shek regime with which we were in a life and death
struggle.

The third was the formation of encirclement by the

United States, Great Britain and the Dutch Eest Indies.
with China a ring.was thrown and tightened around Japan.

In concert
These

three steps were since 1939# adopted one by one, only added their
intensity as time went on.

A typical example of economic pressure

thus brought to bear upon us Japanese will be recited here.

In

December 1939 the moral embargo was extended, and in <.\d'i£t:*.oraircraft and its equipment, instruments and machinery for construction of aircraft and refining gasoline were added to the prohibited
list .

During July I9I4.O the Washington Government put an embargo

on scrap Iron.

Considering the system of iron production then

prevailed in Japan, scrap iron was an item of crucial importance.
A heavy blow was dealt to this key industry of Japan.

In August

of the same year, the United States further put a restriction on
the export of gasoline used in aviation.

Upon the whole,

Japan's

yearly need of oil was at 5,000;COO tons, the minimum for the
nation's life including her national defense.

Whereas itc annual

home production of this fuel was not only not more than 30,000
tons.

This deficit must be made good with products from abroad.

The only available source was the Dutch East Indies.

Accordingly

a mission headed by Mr. I. Kobayashi, Minister for Commerce and
Industry, was sent there and later, Embassador Yoshizawa was
ordered to tak"> up the thread of negotiations with the Dutch East
Indies authorities at Batavia.

But all legitimate efforts came

to nothing, because leaders of the Dutch Indies had been in close
concert with America and Great Britain.

The same kind of ob-

stacles were also put in our way by the authorities of French
Indo China and Siam,

Our imports of rice and India rubber were

thus hampered.
Now about the second point, an assistance extended to the
Chiang Kai-shek regime.

The United States granted on November

20th, 19I1.O an additional loan of $50,000,000 to the Chungking
Government, apparently in retaliation to the treaty between Japan
and the Wang Cfcing Wey regime which was concluded the same day.
Moreover, the United States authorities made it knovm that a further sum of $50,000,000 was contemplated to be offered as to
stabilize Papi or the Chinese currency.

Following this step, the

London Government also made it known that a grant of £1,000,000
would be forthcoming.

These are but a few of the examples, to

say nothing of continuous supply of materials to Chungking by the
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London Government.

\s

soon as the rainy season came to a close

that year, Great Britain reopened the Burma Road for traffic and
directly forwarded arms and munitions to the Chiang regime.

In

19lA application of the Lend Lease Loan was extended to China.
Particulars on these situations will bs clarified by direct evidence we shall produce,
Hero we come to the third point; an iron ring of encirclement thrown up by several powers.

In December I9U-O, the flower

of the American Pacific Fleat was concentrated in the Hawaiian
area, and anti-Japanese demonstration was the result.

The London

Government on November 13 of the same year established at
Singapore headquarters of the Far Eastern Command, all the Malays,
Burma as well as Hongkong coming under its orbit.

That government

also began to undertake a formidable military expansion, a system
organizing British possessions in East Asia in a close contact
with Austral-Asia.

Conferences participated in by representatives

of America, Great Britain, the Dutch East Indies and Chiang
Kai-shek Regime took place in rapid succession during those days.
A parley in Manila, held in April I9U1 amond the British
Commander-in-Chief in the Far East, the United States High
1

Commissioner in the Philippines, tho United States High Commander
of the Asiatic Fleet and the Dutch Foreign Minister attracted our
attention.

Further military councils wore hold betwean the dole-

gates of Great Britain and Ganeralissimo Chiang Kai-shek at
Singapore about the middle of Juno.
will be revealed by evidence.

Particulars of this parley

Impressed by these numerous mani-

festations, our government hastened to take steps in order to
avoid tho imminent calamities.

Our ambassador at Washington

was requested since tho spring of that year to do his bast so that
the deplorable tension might bo ended, relations between America
and Japan smoothsd out.

Parleys between the United States Chief

Executive and our Ambassador, negotiations with Secretary of
State and Japanese ambassador were incessantly held;
readhing several scores in number.

sessions

Tho Tokyo government made a

stringent effort in order to effect a compromise.

The Japanese

Premier offered to keep direct meeting somewhere in the midst of
tho Pacific to settle the matter once for all.
was dispatched to Washington for this end.

Another envoy

Ministerial-change

en bloc, had been made in the middle of July to carry through
Japan-American negotiation.

This is the last step for an inde-

pendent sovereign state to take for tho purpose of diplomacy.
However, all of thsse efforts were of no avail.

The Government

at Washington took steps to freeze our whole assets within the
United States.

This was on July 27, 19^1>

This came from mis-

construction of Japan's peaceful sending of troops to French East
Indies.

Britain and Dutch East Indies also followed this step

a day later, while at the time treaties of commerce and navigation were still in force between Japan -and Great Britain and the
Netherlands.

So that the freezing of Japan's assets by Great

Britain and the Netherlands were in violation of the treaties.
With your permission, let us again remind tho Honorable Tribunal
that Japan was quite unable to keep its population alive by those
products raised within the Empire only.
commodities by foreign trade.

Japan must get necessary

By freezing of assets of USA.,

Britain and the Dutch East Indies, more than half of Japan's
foreign trade was gone;
standing were wiped out.

commercial activities of eighty yoars
These were the res\ilts of the steps

legally or illegally taken by America, Great Britain and the
Netherlands in the shape of assets freezing.

The inalienable

right to live was deprived from the Japanese people.

Just about

that time, America at last put an embargo upon oil, and the
executive order was issued on August 1st, making good the notification given to Ambassador Nomura on July 2lj_th,

Japan's navy

was to lose mobility after her oil in stock was exhausted.
Solution of the China Incident was made practically impossible.
Our defense was emasculated.
of tho means of livelihood.

The Japanese wore to be deprived
Hereupon the question of self defense

presented itself before the whole nation as a cold and hard fact.

This demanded a speedy solution-

In shorb,, funa amen i.e. I .factors

contributing to the exercise of tho right of self defense were
entirely complete for the Japanese in those days.
Japan did not exorcise this right at that time.

A.3 is evident.
On the contrary,

it was still willing to bear what was unbearable, restraining
herself with such a consideration and care that any factors
turning into causus b H i be somehow eliminated.

Its strenuous

efforts on this account are fully to be proved by evidence, at
once strong and convincing.

Japan's will to peace, Japan's sincere

efforts to get settlement were not forthcoming.

America's note

on November 26, 19l|l made it definitely clear that every single
factor constituting causus belli was impossible to .avert.

There-

upon, the Japanese government, threshing the opinions and observations of various departments of executive, and after utmost care
and deliberation, had necessarily at last resolved to have recourse to the right of self defense.

This was on December 1.

Hoxvever, even after the actual date on which to use this right
was decided the order in this sense was provided with a certain
clause canceling all naval operations if a compromise should be
effected between Japan and the United States.

In that case,

the combined fleet was to come back to home waters.
[15.

The prosecution is of the opinion Japan was defective

in communicating her Intention to fight and this must constitute
a crime.

Tho defense counsel maintains the following facts.

In

the first place, due explanation will be developed concerning the
time in which the Japanese note

r

as handed to the United States,

together with particulars about this diplomatic procedure.

At

the end of November I9I4-I a confidential dispatch was already sent
to the embassy at Washington to the effect that owing to a sudden
change of attitude in connection with tho China problems observed
in contact with the American authorities, negotiation Of seven
months standing between the two countries would inevitably end
in rupture.

Again on 6 December 19I4.I, Washington time, our

Foreign Ministry sent a dispatch to .the Ambassador at Washington

intimating that a note written In English to bo addressed to tho
State Department was ready, and that the said note being a very
lengthy one, they might be unable to receive tho whole of it
before tomorrow, that is 7 December.

Though the time in which

the note in question was to be pros anted would be some time after,
they should be careful in arrangement of the document and be
always in readiness to handlo any matters in this connection,
the dispatch instructed.
the United States.)

(These talograms were intercepted by

Now that note comprised fourteen parts in all.

Our embassy at Washington was in receipt of thirteen parts in the
evening of 6 December (the United States intercepted that part
of the dispatch at 9 : 30 PM, 6 December and the President gave it
a personal perusal).

It wa" past 7 AM December 7"th that the last

part, that is the fourteenth, was received by Japanese Embassy
(this also was intercepted nearly at the 3ama time).

About the

time when the said part was received, another dispatch arrived
at the Embassy indicating the time at which the important note
should be delivered;
of the same day.

that time was one o'clock in the afternoon

Whoreupon Ambassador Nomura hastened to make

an engagement with Secretary of State, Mr. Cordell Hull to meet
him at one o'clock PM,

Had tho note been delivered as was in-

tended at one o'clock PM tho delivery would have procedad attacks
at Poarl Harbor (which took place at 25 minutes past 1:00 PM,
Washington time).

But the embassy's deciphering and typing took

so long time that, as the prosecution pointed out. Ambassador
Nomura could arrive at the State Department at 2:00 PM and handed
tho noto at

2i20

PM.

If the Ambassador could have delivered the

noto on his arrival at the State Department, tho time of delivery
would have been 35 minutes after the attacks at Pearl Harbor,
whereas the ambassador was kept waiting for 20 minutes, the delivery of the note was 55 minutes behind time.

Tha Tokyo Govarn-

rnent, howevar, sant the greater part of the dispatch the night
before, and the remaining part was sent to ba received early in
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tho morning in order that the note delivery should safely b3 made
previous to 1:00 PM December 7th (that is half an hour before the
time prearranged for the naval attack).

If the routine business

in this point were smoothly progressed, notification would have
boon made as was anticipated, sometime before the attack*

But

owing to the circumstances uncontrollable at Tokyo, the delivery
of the note was delayod as herein stated.

The abovo stated facts

counsel for defense will prove accordingly.
I4.6.

Besides, I shall also try to prove the following facts

with a view to providing the Honorable Tribunal with materials
hoped to be useful for its decision whether the attack on Pearl
Harbor was a surprise attack or not.

Tho State Department

authorities considered that our note to the United States dated
20 November 19i|-l as the last one and that after 26 November the
whole natter was devolved into fighting services.

On the morning

of 27 November I9U1 the highest official of tho State Department
expressed that the matter with Japan was in the hands of the
Army and Navy.

On the same day the Chief of Naval Operations

sent a war warning to the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet,
which road in part, "Th3 negotiation with Japan in an offort to
stabilize conditions in tho Pacific have endod.

Japan is ex-

pectod to make an aggressive move within the next few days", while
Chief of Staff sent radio to tho Commanding General, Hawaiian
Department, saying "Negotiationswith the Japanese appear to be
terminated to all practical purposas with only barest possibilities
that the Japanese Government might come back and offer to continue.
Japanese future action unpredictable but hostile action possible
at any moment.

If hostilities cannot bo avoided US desires that

Japan commit the first ovsrt act."

Moreover, the American

authorities deciphered the Japanese note, excepting the last part,
and this last part was also deciphered December 7th early in tho
morning.

Tho President being in receipt, of it at about 10 o'clock

AM the sans day.
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On the other hand, the United Star.es Department of Wgr and
of Navy were both in possession of intelligence suggesting sl*:?t
diplomatic rupture was at hand, and by conjecture, an imminent
attack was to be anticipated.
proved.

These facts will also bo amply

On the other hand, the Hawaiian Department was also in

possession of an instruction that the policy to induce Japan to
commit the first overt act should not be construed as restricting
the Department to a course of action that might jeopartizo its
defense.

Also it was directed to undertake reconnaissance prior

to Japanese hostile action.
J+8.

It is contended by tho prosecution that the note in Ques-

tion does not come under the stipulation of a declaration of war
with the reasons assigned which is the first article laid down i r
the Third of the Hague treaties.

In interpreting a document, CXJ.-

cumstances giving rise to It must be weighed carefully to say
nothing of its letters in which it is written.

Moreover, a document

of this nature must be studied always as a whole, not being judged
by its wording and sentences.

In the political atmosphere pre-

vailing at that time, some of the American responsible

authorities

observed, as was stated before, that after November 26th, matt3rs
were devolved into tho hands of the fighting services.

The

Japanese note is a diplomatic document of considerable length
consisting of not less than 2,14.00 words, which must be treated
as a whole.

We find in the Japanese note the following passages

wherein the American stand toward Japan is criticized and making
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it clear that there is no means left for Japan but to resort
to arms. After confessing the difficulty the Japanese
Government experienced in understanding the American attitude,
the note observes; (1) "The peace of the world may be
brought about only by discovering a mutually acceptable
formula through recognition of the reality of the situation
and mutual appreciation of one another's position. An
attitude such as ignores realities and imposes one's
selfish views upon others will scarcely serve the purpose
of facilitating the consummation of negotiations."
II "The American Government, obsessed with its own views
and opinions, may be said to be scheming for the extension
of the War."

III "Whereas the American Government, under

the principles it rigidly upholds, objects to settling
international issues through military pressure, it is exercising in conjunction with Gr. Britain and other nations
pressure by economic powers. Recourse to such pressure as a
means of dealing with international relations should be
condemned as it is at times more inhuman than military
pressure." (IV) All the items demanded of Japan by the
American Government....ignore the actual conditions of
China, and are calculated to destroy Japan's position as the
stabilizing factor in East Asia and the intention of the
American government to obstruct the restorations of normal
relations between Jaoan and China and the return of peace to
East Asia."

In short, the above parts of the note makes it

clear the position .of the Imperial Government, being deprived
the hope of further negotiation, forced to have recourse to
the last .step for the very sake of its self defense.

In the

evening' of 6 December 19Ul, the greater part of the Japanese
note was in the hands of the president of the United States.

Upon reading that note the President t ud. "Thi-j means ra"
At the end of the note it was pointed out that "the
earnest hope of the Japanese Government tc adjust Japanese
American relations and to preserve and promote the peace
of the Pacific through cooperation with the American
Government has fully been lost.

The Japanese Government

regrets to have to notify he 'eby the American Government
that in view of the attitude of the American Government,
it cannot but consider that it is impossible to reach
an agreement through further negotiations", and the
severance of the diplomatic relations was notified.

It is

clear that Japan in despatching this note regarded it as a
notification of the intention of the opening of war.
r

1|0. About matters related to all of the accused
some of the most important points were touched upon in
my present statement, though there are still more numerous
things later to be referred to in the remarks at the
inception of several divisions of the defense case.
Mr. President and members of this tribunal; I hereby
beg your permission to express my sentiment of profound
thanks for your generosity and patience with which you
have given a fair hearing to the lengthy remarks I made on
behalf of the accused. Among those evidences cited by the
Prosecution with regard to the origin of the war, no few
of them shall be believed to be to the origin of the war,
no few of them shall be believed to be creditable.
But we also put forward evidence of importance in great
numbers.

It is my firm belief that tho best part of

them are entirely worthy of your esteemed credence.
It will be proved that the truth of the matter is not that
one party is entirely right and the other absolutely wrong
In other words, that what Japan has done is not
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aggressive and will bo so proved. Thy then a war occurs
between a right party against another no less right one?
There must be some deeper cause that prompted modern global
war.

The way to prevent war must naturally be to eradicate

this deeper vice underlying the present world, and the first
step to be dene for that purpose will necessarily be to find
such cause of war. We are not able to say whether such
cause of modern war might be racial prejudice or unequal
distribution of natural resources or more misunderstanding
between governments concerned.
By finding the ture and deeper cause or causes
of this war or incidents during the period indicated by
the prosecution the guilt Or innocence of the accused
could be fairly determined, serving at the same time to
enable tho present generation in what direction
the endeavor for peace should be directed and concentrated.
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